Cloud Commander,
Office 365 Tenant to Tenant
Migrations
What’s the problem with Tenant to Tenant Migrations? Migrations across
Exchange organizations have always been difficult projects for companies, and that
was when they had full control of the servers and methodology. With the explosive
popularity of Office 365, this problem still exists, but there are even more
workloads to deal with and there is even less control for companies to accomplish
these difficult tasks.

Introducing Quadrotech Cloud Commander
Our powerful tenant to tenant migration tool, Cloud Commander, enables collaboration
between Office 365 tenants and delivers a systematic, structured approach for migrating data
between tenants. Cloud Commander currently offers migration capabilities for Exchange
Online, OneDrive for Business, SharePoint Online, and Microsoft Teams.
Cloud Commander was built for the enterprise and features proprietary speed technology,
flexible Azure hosting options, an automated script engine & workflows, an automated
Reconfiguration Agent, support for on-premises Exchange systems, and pre-migration planning
reports to ensure your migration is hassle-free with minimal user disruption.

•

Cloud Commander can
be deployed in your Azure
environment, meaning data is
secured and migration speeds
are optimized. Alternatively,
Quadrotech could host your
tenant migration.

•

Speeds reaching 1TB/hour:
Quadrotech's Advanced Ingestion
Protocol (AIP) technology for
moving Exchange messages
coupled with our sophisticated
and flexible workflows achieve
sustained transfer rates of over
1TB per hour.

•

Once a mailbox has been selected
for migration, the profile will be
reconfigured programmatically,
keeping end users working and
reducing migration-related help
desk tickets.

Remove Complexity and
Inefficiency

Improve End User
Experience

Achieve Regulatory
Compliance

Most Merger, Acquisition, and
Divestitures will encounter a
slowdown when there are multiple
Office 365 tenants. Cloud Commander
will ease complications and enable a
smooth transition.

Cloud Commander enables messaging
and calendar coexistence throughout
the migration process, meaning end
users are still able to collaborate
during the transition.

Cloud Commander facilitates the
move from an Office 365 data center
to more specialized regional locations.

Multiple Office 365 tenants are an
administrative burden. By
consolidating tenants, you gain both
administrative and end user
efficiencies.

Users that have been migrated and
updated to their new mailbox are still
able to see the availability of premigrated users, and vice versa.
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For example, an organization could
have mailboxes hosted in Northern
Europe but need to move the tenant
to Microsoft Cloud Germany – Cloud
Commander handles location changes
without hassle, complications or
disruption.

